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LINCOLN CLARKES, PHOTOGRAPHER
by Lisa Louise Santonato
PICTURE A PHOTO. DO YOU SEE WHAT THE PHOTOGRAPHER SEES?
PICTURE A PHOTO OF A PRECARIOUSLY BALANCED MARTINI GLASS RESTING ATOP THE GORGEOUS PROFILE OF A
WOMAN’S FOREHEAD, SHOT AT NIGHT, IN BLACK AND WHITE WITH LIGHTS LIKE RAINDROPS FALLING AROUND HER
FACE.
PICTURE A PHOTO OF AN EERILY WHITE WOMAN CLOAKED IN A BLACK VELVET ROBE, WITH HER NAKED KNEES,
CALVES AND FEET BARED AS SHE SITS ON THE STAIRWAY ENTRANCE TO A BUILDING IN THE EARLY DAWN.
GHOULISHLY CARVED PUMPKINS LINE THE STEPS ON EITHER SIDE OF HER, PAVING AN ORANGE PATH UP THE STEPS,
AND WITH HER FACE TILTED FORWARD JUST SO, AND HER HAIR LONG AND LIMP JUST SLIGHTLY OVER ONE EYE,
SHE GAZES AT THE VIEWER LIKE THE WITCH WHO’S DONE HER DUTY.
PICTURE A PHOTO OF A WOMAN, SPRINTING ACROSS A SIDEWALK, HER PROFILE CAPTURED FOR A SPLIT
SECOND WHILE IN MID-AIR. HER ONLY BACKDROP IS THE WEATHERED STONE OF A VICTORIAN BUILDING. WITH
ONE ARM OUTSTRETCHED AND A GLOVED HAND EXTENDED, SHE USES THE OTHER TO HOLD HER BLACK BRIMMED
HAT ATOP HER HEAD. HER STRIDE IS SO GREAT THAT HER LEGS APPEAR LONGER THAN THE REST OF HER BODY.
SHE IS WEIGHTLESS FOR BUT A MOMENT, AND EXUDES THE LITHE GRACE OF A BALLERINA. FOR ALL WE KNOW
SHE COULD BE OFF TO MEET HER LOVER AT A LONDON CAFÉ.
LINCOLN CLARKES’ PHOTOGRAPHY. YOU HAVE SEEN HIS WORK STREWN ALL OVER THE LOCAL MEDIA. YOU
HAVE PICKED UP HIS POSTCARDS AT MANY CAFÉS, BOOKSTORES AND GALLERY SHOPS ALL OVER THE COUNTRY.
YOU MAY HAVE EVEN SEEN HIS PHOTOS IN EUROPEAN FASHION MAGAZINES DATING AS FAR BACK AS TEN YEARS
AGO. HE HAS BEEN PUBLISHED IN MAGAZINES ALL OVER THE WORLD, AND HAS BEEN PROFILED ON HIS WORK
MANY TIMES OVER.
TEN YEARS LATER, LINCOLN HAS CHOSEN TO PHOTOGRAPH THE WOMEN OF THE DOWNTOWN EAST SIDE.
AND NOW, PICTURE A PHOTO OF A WOMAN, A WOMAN AMONG MANY LIVING IN THE DOWNTOWN EAST SIDE.
STANDING ON A STRETCH OF EAST HASTINGS STREET, SHE HAS ONE KNEE KNOCKED FORWARD IN FRONT OF
HER. SHE CLAIMS THE SIDEWALK AS HER OWN, WITH HER HANDS FORWARD ON HER HIPS. THERE IS A ROW OF
DECAYING HOTELS BEHIND HER. HER HEAD IS THROWN BACK, BUT SHE IS LOOKING AT YOU, AND YOU KNOW SHE
MEANS BUSINESS. SHE IS AGGRESSIVE, PROTECTIVE AND BAREFOOT ON THE CRACKED AND DIRTY SIDEWALK.
WHATEVER THE FORMAT, WHATEVER THE ASSIGNMENT, LINCOLN’S WORK FEATURES A STYLE THAT EVOKES
MOVEMENT AND CHANGE, WITH THOUGHTS TOWARD ARCHITECTURAL SPACE, AND PEOPLE. AMONG THE MANY
CONTROVERSIAL IMAGES OF LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL MEDIA PERSONALITIES, LINCOLN HAS PHOTOGRAPHED
EVERYONE FROM NOAM CHOMSKY TO TIMOTHY LEARY, ARTHUR ERICKSON TO SARAH MCLACHLAN, OLIVER
STONE TO HELMUT NEWTON.
WHILE FASHION AND PORTRAITURE ARE DEFINITELY HIS FORTÉS, LINCOLN’S STYLE HAS EVOLVED AND
MATURED INTO THE REALM OF SOCIAL COMMENTARY, AND AFTER HAVING PHOTOGRAPHED JUST SHY OF A
HUNDRED WOMEN FOR THE ‘HEROINES’ SERIES HE HAS RECEIVED THE GREATEST MEDIA EXPOSURE EVER DUE TO
THE PARTICULARLY CONTROVERSIAL NATURE OF HIS SUBJECT MATTER. HERE ARE THE PHOTOS.
“What was the hardest part about doing this show? Maybe not the show itself, but the process?”
“Well... staying up till 4 o’clock in the morning doing the framing, I guess... the hardest part wasn’t taking
the pictures. It was emotional and exhilarating. I enjoyed taking these photographs, it was a series that I
assigned myself. It was easy going down there. I’ve been going down there for about two months solid and I
actually became addicted to taking these photographs. So when I wasn’t there I was developing the film, and
in the darkroom for a solid week making the prints. Sure it was painful, sure it was emotional, but these
women really gave me a lot, and they let me take these photographs. They were willing.”
“Who was the first one that you photographed?”
“Well the first shot is “Three Darlings”.”
“I remember when I came by your place and you showed that one to me.”
It was some time ago, in fact. I can’t remember when, but I do remember very well the look on Lincoln’s face
when he showed me “Three Darlings”. He couldn’t help but tell the story. As he described the incident, he paced
back and forth around his apartment with the expression of a helpless bystander witnessing a tragic accident. Today,
after months of shooting, and time spent talking to the women, he seems much more adjusted to the situation.
“I didn’t plan to take that. I just happened to be down at Hastings and Columbia and I just happened to
have my camera. I met one of the gals, and chatted to her. Gave her a cigarette. We were talking about heroin
and addiction, she was pretty stressed out. She was twigging. And then she introduced me to her friend, and
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then I took a picture of her friend. They brought me into their hotel, and then I took a picture of the three of
them. So I didn’t have to convince them to take the picture. I just sort of suggested it and they got all excited
about getting their picture taken. They had a few minutes to fix their hair, you know, and put on some
lipstick, straighten out their skirt. So yeah, when I took their picture it was very emotional. There was a guy
cleaning his nails with a syringe, standing beside them and he was very angry at them for letting me take
their picture. And there was this big standoff sort of argument between these girls and this guy. I don’t know
what his angle was, but he wasn’t all that excited about a photographer photographing his friends. But I
said to him, ‘hey, just relax buddy, I’m taking this photograph, so just relax.’”
“So how did the show develop after that first photograph?”
“Well, that one photograph affected me emotionally so much, that I... well the thing is, that I pass through
this neighbourhood probably a few times a day. I’m lookin at these gals, and they’re lookin at me. And I’ve
been talking to them and saying good morning to them, and giving them change or cigarettes. Probably a
good twenty years I’ve been in that neighbourhood passing through it. It just evolved into this serious
photographic essay that evolved into this series called ‘Heroines’.
“How many years have you been shooting?”
“Oh, I’ve always been shooting. I’ve always had a camera, ever since I was a kid.”
“Do you have some of your earliest photos?”
“Oh, yeah. Yeah, when I first got my camera for Christmas when I was eight years old, I had one roll of
film. And I went out and shot all my friends. I took one picture of each friend. And I still have those shots.
So things haven’t really changed much at all.”
“Is there anything else you thought you might do, or is this just the most natural thing for you?”
“Well, I was a painter. I was a painter for years. I did a big exhibition at the Heffel Gallery on South
Granville, 1983. And at that time, at the peak of my painting career, I bailed out and switched to
photography.”
“Why did you choose to do that?”
“Well, just because I was selling my paintings and then they would just disappear and then I would never
see them again. And the only thing I’d have left was a photograph. So I was photographing paintings and I
was photographing my friends and I just found it much more important and instant and honest to take
pictures than to paint. I mean, I really did enjoy being a painter, but I just lost interest in painting. I think
photographs are valuable, extremely valuable.”
“What is the value for you?”
“Well, the photographs I have of my grandmother in 1933 are really, really valuable. And I think that if
somebody’s house was on fire, they would grab the photographs and run like hell. Cause I mean, everything
else can be replaced. The world is full of Sony Trinitron TVs. The world’s full of leather couches and clothes.
The world’s full of antiques, but photographs, they’re just very very unique.”
“What would you say is the value of this show, not in dollar figures...”
“Well, this show is priceless, absolutely priceless, you can’t put a price tag to it.”
“What is the social value?”
“It’s important. And something that is important is better than something that’s valuable.”
“What is the importance to you?”
“It’s important that it’s documented, that these women are seen, that people look into the eyes of these
women for more than a split second.”
“That’s what I feel the most, when I stand in the middle of this room, I feel this presence. Most of them are
facing, and have eye contact.”
“Yeah, most of them have eye contact, and they’re all looking right into the lens.”
“It’s like my first opportunity to really look back at them too, because when I walk down there, I can’t look. I
see, but I can’t look at them directly. It’s difficult for me. So, to stand in this room, and be able to look at them
eye to eye, is so powerful because I see how beautiful they are, too.”
“Well, they are very beautiful, these women. I really hope that when people look at these photographs they
can really sense what’s going on down there. I hope somebody, looking at these photographs a hundred years
from now, will be derailed by looking at them. And I hope it affects them so that they’ll pay more attention to
their kids. So that’s also why I did this series, it’s not just for now, it’s not just for the 90’s it’s not just for
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me, it’s for them and it’s for whoever happens to be moved by them.
“I think a lot of things led to the heroines being where they are. In a way I think one of the things that led
to it was stuff like this (refers to “Inside Out” - see page 10), and stuff like this (refers to “Dreaming on
Carrall Street” - see page 11), you know, a wasteland. It’s a great part of town, but if something else was
going on there, maybe this wouldn’t have happened. If this building wasn’t torn down there, maybe these
women would have a place to live. Maybe they wouldn’t be ‘no fixed addresses’. So that’s why this part of the
show works with the other part. Sort of a loss of home. When you lose your place to live, and that sort of
gives way, it spirals.
“There is a whole connection with Vancouver and our environment and what our environment has to
blame for the serious heroin and cocaine abuse. I think one of the reasons why this is happening is because
they tore down one of those buildings across from Eaton’s. If that building was there, people would be in
there, doing things, living, working... and it’s gone. It’s this big huge empty lot that’s like this tooth that’s
been pulled out of the smile of Vancouver. The way we treat architecture and space in this city is really
connected, I think, to heroin abuse. If there were more gardens and less asphalt this wouldn’t be so much of
a problem and I really believe that.
“This has been my neighbourhood for twenty years. So when these gals ask me, where are you from, I say
‘I’m from right here - where are you from?’ I think that these women can be saved, and should be saved. A lot
of people think that this is Vancouver’s problem, but these women come from all over Canada. They’re not all
from the Downtown East Side. They’re from everywhere in Canada. These kids, these women have parents
and relatives all over Canada, from coast to coast. It’s a national problem.
“I’d really like to see these gals look at themselves a little bit differently and have a little bit of respect for
themselves and try to get their dreams happening because they all have dreams, all have great expectations and
they all have plans and fantasies. It would be really great if this could be a turning point for them. It’s a
personal thing to have a record of yourself, and these gals have a record of themselves in the heroin ghetto. So
I’d like it if they could look back and be inspired by these photographs and I’d like them to just ah... buy a
one-way ticket somewhere else and get the monkey off their back.
“There are a lot of sixteen-year-olds, seventeen-year-olds down here, that I really hope are not here ten years
from now. And I encourage them to change their minds about being there. You know, I say to them, ‘isn’t
there somewhere that you wanna go’... I get them to talk about their dreams so they don’t forget them. A lot
of times I ask them what they wanna be doing, and what their plans are... because I’m interested, and I’m
interested in helping them to get out of that neighbourhood.
“I think that all these women can bail out of this neighbourhood, they can bail out of heroin and cocaine
addiction, and I think there’s a lot of hope. I think that for a lot of these women, their one dream is to be able
to pull themselves out of this sordid mess that they’ve found themselves in, this subculture of hell, and escape.
“It’s a pretty sensitive area, and it’s something that not enough people really look at. I didn’t want to show
you graphic shots of somebody with their hair hanging in front of their eyes with a needle sticking out of
their arm because you don’t see the eyes, you don’t see the person behind that. Also, maybe some of these gals
has kicked two weeks ago, I don’t know. I hope one of them has. I hope a dozen of them have. So I didn’t
want this to be, ‘oh, this is a picture of a woman on heroin and cocaine.’ They’re portraits of women on the
Downtown East Side.”
Lincoln tells the story of one particular woman he photographed. As he tells it, it was on one beautiful grey
morning, Mother’s Day in fact, and he was walking through the alleys with his assistant, Kat.
“We were looking around for subjects to shoot, and we saw this one woman and she was scoring some
crack off of this guy. I just didin’t want to go up in the middle of the transaction, so I held back for a few
minutes, and within a few minutes later, or a few seconds later, she was smoking it, looking at a brick wall.
And then I realized she was just bawling her eyes out standing there, looking at this brick wall on a beautiful
Sunday. I went up to her and said, ‘you’re beautiful. I’d really like to take your picture’. And she gave me the
biggest smile, and she just remembered that she was beautiful and she just switched. She went into this mode
where she realized that she was beautiful, and she said ‘sure’, and she was getting dressed up, and fixing her
hair and getting right into the shot, and shining her shoes... and it was really great to do that.”
IN THE LAST TWO MONTHS, DURING THE PROCESS OF PHOTOGRAPHING AND DEVELOPING THE PORTRAITS FOR THIS
SHOW, LINCOLN DID NOT SEE ANY FILMS, NOR WATCH TELEVISION, BECAUSE AS HE PUTS IT “I WAS LIVING IN A
IMAGE-SATURATED WORLD, A FILM NOIR MOVIE THAT WAS AS HORRIFIC AS IT WAS BEAUTIFUL.” LINCOLN
CONTINUES TO TRAVERSE THROUGH THE ALLEYWAYS OF THE DOWNTOWN EAST SIDE, FAITHFULLY GOING EVERY
SUNDAY WITH THE DEVOTION OF ONE WHO BELIEVES IN THE POWER TO HEAL.
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